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1 Introduction

The particle content of our universe appears to contain a dark sector, which so far has
eluded all direct probes of its nature. This sector is composed of at least dark matter and
dark energy, and thus requires new physics to be added to the — otherwise highly successful
— Standard Model. Moreover, different arguments ranging from data anomalies (e.g., [1–3])
to theoretical ones, such as the hierarchy problem and neutrino masses, demand for new
low-energy physics to exist in our universe. As such, the properties and nature of new dark
sectors beyond the Standard Model is one of the key open questions in particle physics
and cosmology.

The experimental program to detect such new physics is highly diverse, given the broad
spectrum of possibilities. For instance, dark-matter candidates range from ultra-light bosons
(with masses as low asm ∼ 10−22 eV [4]) to super-Planckian objects, such as primordial black
holes [5], including the more traditional candidates at the weak scale [6]. Particle-physics
experiments have been able to robustly test new physics up to energy scales Λ ∼TeV, if their
couplings are large enough to be produced in colliders. Direct-detection experiments, such
as XENON [7] and LUX [8], are placing significant constraints on the WIMP paradigm [6],
which has encouraged the community to focus on lighter DM candidates not directly related
to electroweak physics. In line with this, cosmological and astrophysical observations are
sensitive to new degrees of freedom at lower masses and energies, and can in principle reach
much smaller couplings [9–11].
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In parallel, there have been recent advances in our understanding of the low-energy
implications of quantum gravity (QG). Naively, it seems difficult to connect the “low-
energy” (i.e., sub-Planckian) world to QG. For instance, it would appear that any effective
quantum field theory (EFT) could be coupled to dynamical gravity. However, there are
self-consistent EFTs that can never arise as the low-energy limit of a quantum theory of
gravity. These EFT’s are said to lie in “the Swampland” [12] (as opposed to “the Landscape”;
see e.g. [13–15] for reviews). Theories that can be placed robustly in the Swampland are,
therefore, theoretically disfavored, as they cannot be consistently UV-completed when
including gravity.

In this note, we open the study of the implications of this Swampland program for
the dark sectors of our universe, and show its complementarity to both cosmological and
experimental probes of new physics.

We will take advantage of recent progress in the Swampland literature, including the
Festina Lente (FL) bound proposed in [16] (an extension of the Weak-Gravity conjecture [17]
to de Sitter space) as well as the photon-mass bounds from [18], to place new constraints
on the existence of new dark sectors. We consider vector-portal models (i.e., sectors with
dark photons that may kinetically mix with ours), and study the cases of

i) millicharged particles,

ii) a secluded dark sector (with negligible kinetic mixing), and

iii) new massive (but light) dark photons.

In the first two cases we employ the FL bound to constrain new very light, charged particles,
showing that part of the parameter space that will be probed by new experiments is in
the Swampland.

In the dark-photon case we will use the conjectures in [18], as well as the generic
mixing from [19], to constrain dark-photon masses as well as their interactions. One of the
Swampland insights into phenomenology is that Stückelberg masses require the existence
of a radial mode. We show that this radial mode σ can be produced in astrophysical
environments, rendering the Stückelberg case similar to the Higgs one. In addition, the
angular mode of a Stückelberg photon is an axion and a Swampland bound on the UV
cutoff of an axion EFT can be applied to models of the dark photon as well. This allows us
to place a portion of the light dark-photon parameter space (roughly those with masses
mA′ . 20ε eV, given a kinetic mixing ε) in the Swampland.

We will additionally briefly study how other models are in tension with the Swampland
bounds, and how these bounds can interface with physics during inflation. As we will show,
the Swampland program can reach a broad set of models targeted by both dark-matter
experiments and astrophysical observations.

We caution the reader that so far there are no universal proofs of these Swampland
constraints (see e.g. [20–23] for recent efforts), as we lack a framework to prove general
statements in QG. Nevertheless, these constraints are supported by several different lines
of evidence, coming from general arguments based on black-hole physics, unitarity, or
String Theory (which provides a concrete model of quantum gravity in which we can test
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Constraint Statement What goes wrong if untrue? Reference

Weak Gravity (WGC) m . gMPl

Charged black holes
cannot evaporate while
remaining sub-extremal

[17, 24]

Festina Lente (FL) m2 &
√

6gMPlH

Horizon-sized charged
black holes in dS evaporate
to pathological space-times

[16, 25]

Magnetic WGC ΛUV .
√
fMPl

EFT cutoff coming from
tension of WGC strings

[17, 26–28]

Species scale(decompactification)1 ΛUV . g1/3MPl

Scale at which loops of
WGC states makes local

EFT break down
[29, 31–33]

Table 1. Brief summary of Swampland results used in this work.

Swampland constraints). The table 1 shows the Swampland principles that we use in this
paper, together with a one-liner explanation of what expected property of quantum gravity
“would break” if new physics was found in violation of each of the bounds.

The statements above will be further detailed in the main text below whenever relevant.
In this work we will take an agnostic approach, and explore the phenomenological

consequences of the Swampland bounds we consider (as well as possible model-building
approaches to evading the bounds, whenever possible).

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we study the implications of the
FL bound to the case of new charged particles, briefly introducing the FL bound and
its extension to multiple U(1)’s. Then, in section 3 we study the related massive dark
photon case. In section 4 we review the implications of the FL bound for models with
non-Abelian fields, and in appendix A we make some general comments on the compatibility
of the bound with inflation. Appendix B contains some general comments regarding the
application of these ideas to the scenario of cosmological relaxation. We conclude in
section 5. Throughout the text we will briefly review the relevant Swampland bounds for
the astroparticle reader, as well as the phenomenology of the models for the formal reader,
and will work in natural units.

2 New charged particles

We begin by studying the case of particles charged under a new U(1), i.e., millicharged and
darkly charged particles.

2.1 Formalism

As is well known, a new (dark) photon can kinetically mix with its Standard Model counter-
part. The kinetic-mixing operator, being dimension 4, is not suppressed by a high-energy

1The Species Scale [29] is defined as the energy scale at which gravity becomes strongly coupled. The
general expression for it is MP /

√
N , where N is the number of degrees of freedom below the species scale [30].

In turn, N has different expressions in terms of other quantities depending on the asymptotic limit under
consideration. The expression we use here, g1/3 MP , corresponds to decompactification of a single dimension,
which is the least constraining of all the cases.
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scale and can therefore leave an imprint at low energies despite its UV origin [34], which
makes it phenomenologically appealing (for a treatment of irrelevant portal interactions,
see for e.g. [35]). For this reason, darkly charged particles are an excellent dark-matter
candidate (e.g. [36]), and a plethora of experimental efforts are directed towards detecting
them. Here we will appeal to Festina Lente arguments (see the table in the Introduction)
to understand what regions of parameter space are in the Swampland and which others are
favored experimental targets.

In order to set our notation, we start by considering a theory with an Einstein-Maxwell
Lagrangian coupled to multiple U(1) fields [34, 37]

S ⊃
∫
d4x
√
−g

 1
16πG (−R+ 2Λ) + 1

4
∑
i=1,2

FiµνF
µν
i −

ε

2F1µνF
µν
2

 . (2.1)

Here, R and Λ are the Einstein-Hilbert term and cosmological constant respectively, ε is the
kinetic mixing parameter, and the index i runs over the two U(1)’s, which in this section
will be assumed to be massless (we will lift this restriction in section 3). In that case, we
can diagonalize the kinetic term by defining two new gauge bosons,

~A =
(
A

A′

)
=M

(
A1
A2

)
, (2.2)

which will be the regular photon (A) and the dark photon (A′). We choose the matrixM
to provide a diagonal kinetic term. In that case, we have

S ⊃
∫
d4x
√
−g

[ 1
16πG (−R+ 2Λ) + 1

4FµνF
µν + 1

4F
′
µνF

′µν
]
. (2.3)

In the absence of charged particles, this diagonalization is largely irrelevant. However,
these Lagrangians alone are not consistent with Swampland principles. In particular, the
Completeness Principle [38, 39] requires that there are physical states with all possible
charges. The Weak Gravity Conjecture, and its extension to multiple U(1) fields, dubbed
the “Convex Hull Condition” [40], can be regarded as stronger versions of the Completeness
Principle that put additional constraints on the kinematic properties of particles (masses
and charges). This relationship can be made precise [41]. We can satisfy this condition
by including charged particles, in particular the electron of the Standard Model and an
additional particle, a dark electron χ, minimally coupled to the A2 gauge field.

For the range of parameters of interest to this work, the regime ε ∼ O(1) is experi-
mentally ruled out (see discussion below and in figure 2). We will therefore work in the
ε� 1 approximation from this point onward. In our normalization, a charged particle i on
a worldline W couples to the gauge fields ~A = (A,A′) in (2.3) (i.e., the ones with diagonal
kinetic terms) via ∫

W
~Qi · ~A. (2.4)

Here, the vector ~Qi belongs to some lattice ΛQ. We do not know what the full charge lattice
is, but it must include at least a vector ~Qe for the electron. By choosing the appropriate
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basis (via an orthogonal transformation that preserves (2.3)), we have ensured that it takes
the form ~Qe = (e, 0). We are also assuming the model contains a millicharged particle χ,
with a charge vector parametrized as

~Qχ = g′ (ε, 1) (2.5)

in the same basis, where now g′ is the gauge coupling of the χ particle to the dark photon
A′ in (2.3). As a consequence, χ aquires a millicharge under the SM photon [34], of value
qχ = g′ε/e (in units of the electron charge, as customary).

2.2 The Festina Lente bound

With our notation set, we move on to apply the Festina Lente bound from ref. [16].
Reference [16] studied evaporation of charged black holes in a de Sitter background, and
by applying the rationale behind the successful Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC) [17],
proposed a constraint on the spectrum of charged particles, which applies to any U(1) field
in de Sitter space (with expansion rate H). This bound, the Festina Lente (FL) bound,
demands that for a minimally coupled U(1), the spectrum of charged states satisfies

m2 ≥
√

6 gMPlH (2.6)

where g is the U(1) charge and m its mass. Crucially, (2.6) must be satisfied by all charged
states in the theory. This bound is satisfied in the Standard Model today, where the quantity
in the right-hand side of (2.6) is roughly MPlH0 ∼ O(meV2), or around neutrino mass scale,
whereas the lightest charged particle is the electron.

The bound (2.6) can be derived studying the decay of Reissner-Nordstrom-de Sitter
black holes. Unlike in flat space, where one can have black holes of arbitrary mass and
charge provided that Q ≤M in Planck units, in de Sitter space there is a limit to both the
mass and charge that a black hole can have. This maximally charged black hole, the Nariai
black hole [42, 43], is the largest black hole that fits within the cosmological horizon, as
illustrated in figure 1.

Much like their flat-space counterparts, black holes in de Sitter evaporate by slowly
emitting charged particles, which slowly discharges the black hole. This is a quantum-
mechanical process, which corresponds to Schwinger pair production of electrically charged
particles in the near-horizon region of the black hole, where the electric field is strongest [44–
46]. The Schwinger current has, schematically, a suppression factor

J ∼ e−
m2
qE , (2.7)

where m is the mass of the charged particle being emitted, and E is the near-horizon value
of the black-hole electric field. If m2 � qE, the black hole will evaporate quickly; otherwise,
the decay process is very slow.

If the Schwinger current is not suppressed, the black hole will evaporate to a singular
space time, instead of empty de Sitter space. Intuitively, if the current is unsuppressed,
m2 � qE, then a black hole will lose charge much faster than it loses mass (see vertical
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Figure 1. Charge versus mass plot for Reissner-Nordstrom-de Sitter black holes. Sub-extremal
solutions (those without naked singularities) only exist inside the gray-shaded “shark-fin”-shaped
region. Unlike in flat space, there is a maximal value of the mass for a given value of the charge
(the right-side edge of the shaded region); this corresponds to the so-called Nariai black hole, for
which the cosmological and black-hole horizons coincide. A Nariai black hole with some charge Q
amd M can decay following the dashed line if there exist particles in the spectrum that violate the
FL bound, becoming super-extremal and thus producing a pathological spacetime that does not
evaporate back to empty de Sitter space. The FL bound is the condition that these pathological
decays do not ocurr.

line in figure 1), effectively becoming overextremal, and leading to a singular spacetime; the
black hole does not evaporate to empty de Sitter space. This is in tension with the principle,
suggested by Weak Gravity, that every charged black hole should be able to evaporate back
to empty space. This has been verified in every string compactification known to date (see
e.g. the review [24]), and there is some evidence in holography [39] and from analyticity and
causality in flat space [21, 31]. The electric field of the Nariai black hole is E ∼

√
6gMPlH;

imposing that the Schwinger current is suppressed, m2 � qE, leads to (2.6).
In order to study the consequences of FL for new darkly charged particles we must first

generalize (2.6) to a setup with multiple U(1) gauge fields. This was done in [25], but since
it plays a central role in our current work, we review its derivation here briefly. The FL
bound (2.6) can also be written as m2 > gE, where E is the electric field of the Nariai black
hole. At the Nariai limit, the electrostatic energy in the black hole is comparable with the
vacuum energy itself, M2

PlH
2. When there is more than one U(1) field, this energy density

can be distributed between the different components of the electric field. The corresponding
generalization is then simply,

m2 ≥
√

6
(
~Q · ~u

)
MPlH, (2.8)

for a unit vector ~u. Because this relation has to hold for any unit vector ~u, by taking ~u ∝ ~Q
we get

m2 ≥
√

6| ~Q|MPlH (2.9)
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Figure 2. Parameter space of millicharged particles (MCPs) of mass mχ and charge qχ in units of
the electron charge. New particles in the blue region are ruled out by the PVLAS experiment [47, 48].
MCPs in the black-shaded region, from eq. (2.11), would violate the Festina-Lente bound, as they
make black holes evaporate to pathological spacetimes in dS (see figure 1). They are thus “in the
Swampland”, and theoretically disallowed. The region above the green line, given by eq. (2.13) is
disfavored when further assuming that the kinetic mixing is ε = e g′/(16π2), rather than just ε ≤ 1.
The area above the red line is constrained by astrophysical observations of the tip of the red giant
branch [49] (though this can be circumvented [37]), whereas above the purple dashed line there are
limits related to its stability as DM [50]. The dotted brown line is the forecasted sensitivity of a
future laboratory experiment proposed in ref. [37].

This expression is the FL counterpart of the “convex hull condition” of [40] for the WGC.
We emphasize that, unlike multi-field generalizations of the WGC, which can be satisfied by
a finite number of particles satisfying the WGC, the FL bound must be satisfied by every
state with the appropriate charges in the theory, for otherwise we could find a black hole
that discharges too rapidly, becoming superextremal. Applying the above expression to the
dark electron (with mass mχ and a charge vector given as in eq. (2.5)) we obtain

m2
χ ≥
√

6g′MPlH, or equivalently g′ ≤
m2
χ√

6MPlH
, (2.10)

to leading order in ε. This has direct consequences for very light charged particles, which
we now explore.

2.3 Case I: millicharges

First we focus on the case of millicharges. The kinetic mixing between the two photons
induces a millicharge on the new χ particles of size qχ = g′ε/e < g′/e. As a consequence,
the upper limit in eq. (2.10) can be conservatively applied to qχe as well, resulting in the
limits that we show in figure 2 (labeled as conservative, as we have only required ε ≤ 1.)
This constraint places Milli-Charged Particles (MCPs) with

qχ = g′ε/e ≥ (mχ/1.6 meV)2 (2.11)
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in the Swampland, which as is clear from its mass and charge dependence will be most
relevant for very light and weakly charged particles χ.

In deriving the previous bound, we were agnostic about the size of the kinetic mixing
parameter, as long as ε < 1. A commonly considered value is

ε ≈ eg′

16π2 , (2.12)

which corresponds (times an O(1) logarithmic factor) to the mixing induced by integrating
out a very heavy particle, with unit charge under both A and A′. A priori, taking (2.12) as
an estimate for the kinetic mixing may seem unwarranted, since we do not know anything
about the spectrum of massive states of the theory; in fact, the common situation in string
theory is that one has infinite towers of states [51], with increasing values of the charges.
On top of this, there could (theoretically) just be a bare kinetic mixing of order 1.

In spite of these caveats, it turns out that (2.12) is a good estimate for the magnitude
of the kinetic mixing in a large class of perturbative string-theory models, as described
in [19]. This is because one-loop contributions of higher states in the tower cancel out. It is
also in line with the emergence proposal of [28, 30], which would naturally yield a kinetic
mixing suppressed by the A and A′ gauge couplings, and thus parametrically identical. This
gives us the more aggressive result that

qχ = g′ε/e ≥ (mχ/10 meV)4 (2.13)

is disallowed by FL, which we also show in figure 2. Here we have used eq. (2.12) to replace
ε. While this aggressive constraint can be circumvented if there was a ε ∼ 1 kinetic mixing
in the Lagrangian, or in the (unnatural) case that the unit charge is qχ � 1 where there is
no dark photon, the conservative constraint in eq. (2.11) is harder to evade. We emphasize
that there are O(1) unknown factors in front of these constraints, and as such they ought
to be taken as guidance rather than strict no-go theorems.

We now compare the region covered by the FL arguments with other probes of mil-
licharged particles. Accelerators are sensitive to new particles up to the ∼TeV scale [52–54].
However, for the extremely weak charges that we are interested in there are more precise
laboratory probes. In particular, PVLAS rules out new light particles with charges large
enough to change the vacuum polarization of light [47, 48]. We show this limit in figure 2.
That figure shows that the FL bound improves upon the laboratory limits of PVLAS for
mχ . µeV in the conservative (ε < 1) case, and for mχ . meV for the aggressive (ε ∝ g′)
case, and continues to strengthen for lower masses.

In addition to laboratory bounds, there are astrophysical arguments, related to cooling
of red-giant, horizontal-branch and globular-cluster stars, which can constrain MCPs. The
strongest of these limits is at the qχ ≥ 2 × 10−14 level [55]. These limits, however, are
indirect, and can be circumvented through model building [37]. This prompted the proposal
of future laboratory experiments to search for MCPs more sensitively in this mass range,
and we show the projected reach of the superconductive-cavity experiment from ref. [37] in
figure 2. We note that our constraints, albeit theoretical in nature, can already disfavor a
portion of the parameter space to be probed by these future experiments. Moreover, our
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Figure 3. Parameter space of darkly charged particles (DCPs), given a coupling g′ to a dark
photon (assumed massless). As in figure 2, the Festina-Lente bound places the black shaded region
in the Swampland. Different dashed lines show constraints for DCPs if they compose the entirety of
the DM, and come from self interactions (blue [36]), stability arguments (purple [50]), and from
magnetic fields (red [59], where we assume an induced millicharge qχ given by the standard 1-loop
value for the kinetic mixing ε = e g′/(16π2)).

conservative limit can improve upon even the astrophysical constraints for mχ . 0.1 neV,
or mχ . µeV for our aggressive limit from eq. (2.13). The constraints we obtain are both
phenomenologically relevant and fairly independent of the details of the model.2

None of these results require the MCPs to be the cosmological DM. There are additional
limits if the MCPs compose the entirety of the DM, from plasma instabilities [56, 57],
magnetic-field effects [58, 59], and coherent effects that de-stabilize DM against annihilations
or decays [50] (shown in figure 2). For MCPs that compose a small fraction of the DM, the
effects are more subtle, and include cooling of hydrogen in the early universe [60], as well
as alter the dispersion relation of radio emission from pulsars [61]. We mention, in passing,
that the extremely light MCPs we consider here would require non-thermal production to
be the cosmological DM such as in [59, 62–65].

2.4 Case II: secluded dark sectors

We can additionally apply the FL equation directly on the dark-sector coupling g′, regardless
of whether the dark U(1) is significantly mixed with our sector. Such a “secluded” dark
sector is motivated to be the cosmological DM, as their self interactions can potentially
alleviate tensions in structure formation [66]. Assuming a darkly charged particle (DCP),
which does not interact with the visible sector other than gravitationally, we find the limits
shown in figure 3 for different DCP masses mχ. These are, to our knowledge, the first time

2In [16] it was claimed that the constraints on dark photons coming from the FL bound were already
superseded by other known constraints. What [16] missed is that this is only true within a narrow window
at the MeV-GeV scale, and moreover does not cover secluded dark sectors, as we will study next.
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that Swampland limits are applied to dark-sector particles independent on their coupling to
our sector. Additionally, the DM self interactions would affect the shape of galaxies [36], as
well as alter the famous “bullet” cluster collision, which leads to the limit shown in figure 3.
We have additionally shown in figure 3 a limit on DM charges from the magnetic field of
our galaxy [59], assuming that for any dark charge g′ there is a kinetic mixing between the
dark and regular photon of size ε = eg′/(16π2), as in the previous subsection. All these
limits, while strong, only apply if a majority of the DM is self-interacting DCPs, whereas
our constraint should be present as long as MCPs are in the spectrum of the theory, and
the dark photon is lighter than H0.

In the spirit of studying not only the parameter space covered by QG arguments, but
also possible model-building to evade them, we note that the arguments underlying the
FL bound (2.6) apply only to massless photons (or massive photons but with mass below
the Hubble scale H0) [16]. Thus, strictly speaking our constraints may be evaded if the
dark photon is made sufficiently massive. In the next subsection, however, we will use a
different Swampland principle to place constraints on dark-photon masses. While a rigorous
argument is lacking, WGC bounds are often true for massive vector bosons as well, so the
same may be true for the FL bound. We do not attempt to generalize these bounds here,
but instead mention the massive-dark photon case as a possible loop-hole to our constraints.

3 Stückelberg dark photons

Massive dark photons have interesting phenomenology (see for example [67] for a recent
review). Among other things, a massive dark photon can be a viable DM candidate [63, 65,
68–72], produce observable effects in cosmology (such as altering the 21-cm signal [73, 74],
or heat up the universe [75]), as well as produce new signatures at colliders [68, 76–78] or
beam dumps [79, 80]. We will now describe Swampland bounds on the mass of the dark
photon, first reviewing how it can get a mass.

3.1 The mass term

The massmV for a photon Vµ is described by the corresponding mass term in the Lagrangian,

L ⊃ −1
4VµνV

µν − 1
2g

µνm2
V VµVν , (3.1)

where Vµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ. It is often convenient to perform the “Stückelberg trick” by
replacing Vµ → A′µ − ∂µθ/mA′ and renaming mV → mA′ . This allows us to separately
describe the longitudinal and transverse polarizations of the massive photon via the equiva-
lent Lagrangian

L′ ⊃ −1
4F
′
µνF

′µν − 1
2m

2
A′gµν

(
A′µ −

∂µθ

mA′

)(
A′ν −

∂νθ

mA′

)
, (3.2)

where now F ′µν = ∂µA
′
ν − ∂νA′µ, A′µ describes the propagation of two degrees of freedom by

virtue of the gauge invariance shown below and θ is a periodic scalar. The Lagrangian L′ is
invariant under the following gauge transformation:

A′µ → A′µ + ∂µλ, θ → θ +mA′λ. (3.3)
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Gauge fixing θ = 0 brings us back to unitary gauge and reintroduces a longitudinal
polarization into A′µ, and we recover the original Lagrangian (3.1). What we have described
so far is a perfectly valid theory of a free massive photon. Although completely consistent as
a QFT at any energy scale, this theory ought to be UV completed within quantum gravity,
and as such the Swampland can shed light on the parameters of this model. In particular,
one must ask about the dynamical origin, in the UV, of the mass term for the photon. One
possibility is that the Lagrangian (3.2) is describing the low-energy EFT after a charged
Higgs3 field Φ picks up a vacuum expectation value (VEV). Using the Lagrangian for a
charged field coupled to a massless photon, writing

Φ = heiθ, (3.4)

and assuming the U(1) theory has gauge coupling g′ and the Higgs field picks up a VEV v,
one recovers at low energies the Lagrangian (3.2), with

mA′ = g′v. (3.5)

In this scenario, there is a massive scalar, the Higgs field, which has a mass naturally of the
same order as A′. Furthermore this scalar couples to A′, since the mass term comes from
a coupling

L ⊃ g′mA′h

(
A′µ −

1
mA′

∂µθ

)2
(3.6)

where we substituted one h for its VEV. We will call this scenario, where the theory at
energy scales of order mA′ becomes that of a massless photon coupled to a charged scalar
field, the “Higgs” scenario, and will call a mass term arising as above a “Higgs mass”. The
coupling (3.6) is very important for the phenomenology of a Higgs massive dark photon,
since it implies the dark photon A′ can scatter with the Higgs field h (or at low energies,
that the radial mode of A′ can be excited), as we will review below.

Within effective field theory, the only other possibility for a massive photon is simply
that the Stückelberg Lagrangian (3.1) remains valid even at energy scales beyond mA′ , all
the way to some UV cutoff scale where quantum gravitational (or stringy) effects become
strong, possibly even the Planck scale. We will call this scenario the “Stückelberg mass”
case. This is in contrast to the Higgs case in which (3.1) is not valid above mA′ where the
dynamics of the Higgs also have to be taken into account.

At first sight, the phenomenology of “Stückelberg” and Higgs massive dark photons
seems very different, owing to the presence or absence of a radial Higgs mode. This
also means that different limits can be set on the two scenarios, as outlined in ref. [81].
Broadly speaking, the constraints on the Higgs scenario are stronger due to the presence
of a radial mode, which introduces extra interactions that must also be suppressed to be
below detection limits. This is especially important for ultra-light vectors, as otherwise
their mixing with the SM is suppressed by the plasma mass of the regular photon. We
show the parameter space of dark photons, given their mass mA′ and kinetic mixing ε, in

3Note that the field Φ need not be the usual Higgs, and can be a new “dark” Higgs that gives mass to
the dark sector.
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figure 5, where it is clear that current astrophysical, laboratory, and DM constraints leave a
significant gap for low mA′ with weak mixing [81].

This region is phenomenologically interesting, as it can possibly account for ultra-light
DM, as well as explain the 21-cm excess reported by EDGES [73]. Here we will study this
parameter space under the light of the Swampland, focusing on one guiding principle: that
Stückelberg photons get their mass by eating an axion. This then leads to two outcomes:
the presence of a radial mode (the saxion) and a UV cutoff (set by the tension of axion
strings). More details are provided in the following two subsections.

3.2 Constraints from physics of the radial mode

A key recent insight is that “pure Stückelberg masses” are in the Swampland. In more detail,
the argument put forth in ref. [18] is that whenever one finds an axion a in a consistent
quantum theory of gravity, it is always accompanied by a corresponding “radial mode”. This
radial mode is often called a saxion, because together with the axion they constitute the
two real scalars of an N = 1 chiral multiplet, but the statement is supposed to hold even
when SUSY is broken. The claim was first introduced in one of the original Swampland
papers [51], where it was mapped to the geometrical property that there is no closed curve
of minimum length in the moduli space. This statement has significant phenomenological
implications; for instance, under some mild assumptions, it allows one to conclude that the
Standard Model photon must be exactly massless [18].

This radial mode, which we will call σ, has couplings very similar to those of the Higgs.
In particular, a coupling like eq. (3.6) but with h→ σ, always exists as a consequence of
the fact that the radial mode allows for the shrinking of the closed curve in scalar space
parametrized by the axion. The basic conclusion is thus that the existence of the radial
mode — and its coupling — render the Stückelberg case somewhat similar to the Higgs
case. This can give us an extra handle to disfavor new regions of parameter space, as we
can import constraints on dark photons from the Higgs to the Stückelberg scenarios. There
is an important caveat to this reasoning that we outline below.

An important feature of the Higgs scenario is that there is a precise prediction for the
mass of the Higgs mode and, barring tuning, it is of the same order as the mass of the
vector boson. In known stringy examples, this is also true of the mass of the radial mode.
Phrased in terms of the dark-photon mass, this upper limit on the radial-mode mass is:

mσ ≤ 4πmA′/g′ (3.7)

where mA′ is the mass of the dark photon and g′ is the dark gauge coupling. One can give
a heuristic argument for (3.7) roughly as follows. The dual field to the axion couples to
strings, which must satisfy a version of the WGC for axions [27]. This sets a cutoff for the
effective field theory,

ΛUV ∼
√
fMPl ∼

√
mA′MPl

g′
, (3.8)

where the relation between the photon mass and the axion decay constant is similar to the
Higgs case: mA′ ∼ g′f . According to the Swampland Distance Conjecture [51], we expect
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the effective field theory to be valid for saxion field displacements ∆σ ∼ O(MPl). In such a
variation, the potential energy increases by

∆V ∼ m2
σ∆σ2 = m2

σM
2
Pl. (3.9)

Imposing that this variation is describable within the EFT leads to ∆V ≤ Λ4
UV, which,

when rearranged, leads to (3.7). Taking (3.7) into account, the phenomenology of Higgs
and Stückelberg scenarios is similar due to Swampland constraints. For instance, in the
Higgs scenario, there is a coupling

m

g′
h (∂θ)2 (3.10)

which is relevant for stellar-cooling constraints. We now show that a similar coupling is
present in the Stuckelberg case. The universal asymptotic structure for an N = 1 kinetic
term for the saxion-axion system is

L ⊃ M2
∗

4s2

(
dσ2 + dθ2

)
(3.11)

where s = s0 + σ is (half) the real part of a chiral superfield. This structure is not only
present in all 4d N = 1 limits in known string theory compactifications; it is also true
in non-supersymmetric setups like the O(16)×O(16) string [82], and it is indeed part of
the motivation behind the radial-mode conjecture of [18]. Working around a particular
expectation value s0 = 〈s〉 for the saxion, we can introduce the physical axion decay constant

f ≡ M2
∗

2s2
0

(3.12)

which allows us to rewrite (3.11) as

f2

2

(
1− 2

√
2 f

M∗
σ + . . .

)(
dσ2 + dθ2

)
. (3.13)

Canonically normalizing the field σ as σ̂ = fσ, we obtain a coupling

L ⊃
√

2 σ̂

M∗
(f ∂θ)2 =

√
2 f

M∗
fσ̂(∂θ)2 =

(√
2 m

g′M∗

)
m

g′
σ̂(∂θ)2 (3.14)

in the Lagrangian. This has the same structure as the coupling (3.10), with an additional
suppression by a factor of

α ≡
√

2 m

g′M∗
. (3.15)

This is the caveat we previously mentioned: the two cases are very similar up to the
parametrics of the coupling between the radial mode and the massive photon.

The fact that the light radial mode (eq. (3.7)) couples to the Stückelberg photon (as in
eq. (3.6) with h→ ασ) means that we have similar interactions in the Stückelberg case as in
the Higgs case. To estimate the constraints on massive Stückelberg photons, we consider the
implications of these couplings for stellar-cooling effects. In particular, the Higgs-strahlung
process in figure 4 that is known to dominate the production of light dark Higgses and
photons in stellar plasmas [83–86] also exists for the Stückelberg photon (figure 4).
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Figure 4. The ‘Higgs-strahlung’ process for the Stückelberg photon. In this case, the emitted
scalar particle is σ, the radial mode required by the radial mode conjecture (see section 3.2). The
amplitude for this process is proportional to the product εαg′ where the first factor comes from the
kinetic mixing and the second from the vertex (see eq. (3.15) for the definition of α).

It is immediately clear from inspecting the cross term in (3.6) that the amplitude for
the process A→ A′T → h+ θ is proportional to the product εαg′ =

√
2εm/M∗. This process

is important as long as there is enough energy to allow for the production of the final state.
In practice, this means that the masses of A′ and σ should be lower than the plasma mass
of the photon at the Sun, which is O(100 eV). For these plasma decay processes not to
significantly alter stellar evolution, the amplitude of interactions such as those shown in
figure 4 should be small. This criterion has been used to constrain the importance of similar
processes in the case of Higgsed massive photons [85] and millicharged particles [55, 87]. In
our case, the limits from [55] imply:

√
2 εm
M∗

< 10−14. (3.16)

This is shown in figure 5 for two representative values of M∗. Because of the smallness of m,
the only relevant constraint is when M∗ is also small. In string models, M∗ is typically the
string scale and experimental constraints would prevent us from setting it too low. However,
if there are models where M∗ is effectively replaced by a low scale, then our bound above
can become more constraining.

We finally note that the bound (3.7) can be avoided by making the Higgs h (or radial
mode σ for the Stückelberg case) heavy enough, so it is not produced in stellar environments,
at the cost of fine tuning. For the Higgs case, one can attempt to set

mh � mA′ ⇒
√
λ� g′, (3.17)

where λ is the Higgs quartic coupling, and g′ the dark gauge coupling as before. Perturbative
unitarity places an upper limit on λ . 8π2. The above hierarchy then has to be arranged
by choosing small g′. For example, to have dark photons in the mA′ ∼ 10−14 eV mass
range, but mh & keV (so as to avoid the stellar constraints), one would need g′/

√
λ . 10−17,

i.e., extremely feebly interacting dark charges. The question of whether potentials with a
large hierarchy such as (3.17) are in the Landscape or in the Swampland is very interesting
(indeed, it is tantamount to the Electroweak hierarchy problem), but beyond the scope of
this paper. The Stückelberg scenario follows identically, as the bound for mσ in eq. (3.7)
(from ref. [18]) comes from a similar argument. In this case, we can phrase the tuning in
terms of requiring a kinetic mixing several orders of magnitude larger than implied by the
formula ε ∼ eg′/(16π2).
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3.3 Constraints from the axion string Species Scale

There is another constraint that follows from the arguments in [18], which applies only
in the Stückelberg case. In a Stückelberg theory, the axion θ is “fundamental”, in the
sense that it is not replaced by any other degree of freedom before the EFT breaks down.
Consequently, one can consider metastable axion strings to which one may apply the
corresponding version of the WGC. Doing this, one can put a bound on the string tension,
and a corresponding string scale, which sets an upper bound ΛUV for the cutoff of the local
effective field theory as4

ΛUV <
√
mA′MPl/g′. (3.18)

We remind the reader that the physical interpretation of the cutoff (3.18), which also
appeared in (3.8), is that it corresponds to the energy scale of the strings that couple
magnetically to the axion. At this scale, therefore, a fundamental string becomes light,
and the local effective field theory description breaks down (indeed, ΛUV corresponds to
the “species scale” in the case of a perturbative string limit). Since quantum field theory
remains applicable at energy scales probed by the LHC, one must require this cutoff to be
above ≈ 10TeV. This gives:

g′ ≤ mA′

40 meV .

Assuming that the magnitude of kinetic mixing is given by eq. (2.12), we obtain a bound:

ε ≈ eg′

16π2 .
mA′

20 eV . (3.19)

This is also shown in figure 5.

3.4 Phenomenological implications

The Swampland-disfavored regions that we show in figure 5 have important phenomenological
implications, which we now explore.

First, there has been considerable attention on the low-frequency tail of the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) as a possible avenue for new physics, motivated by the 21-cm
detection during cosmic dawn by the EDGES collaboration [73]. A class of models that
attempt to explain the signal introduce a dark photon that oscillates to the SM photon
thereby increasing the number of CMB photons in the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the distribution,
e.g. [74, 88, 89]. The increased photon number acts as an extra radio background, and thus
deepens the 21-cm absorption trough, as claimed by EDGES. The dark-photon parameters
proposed in ref. [74] are indicated by the yellow star in figure 5. In order for this model
to avoid our constraint from eq. (3.19) one would need g′ . 10−10 to give rise to ΛUV >

10TeV. This demands a fair amount of fine tuning, or a new mechanism to give rise to
4This cutoff assumes a “strong form” of the WGC for strings, which amounts to assuming that the bound

is satisfied by an object of charge one. Relaxing this assumption may relax the cutoff. If the object that
satisfies the WGC has charge n, the upper bound described in the main text relaxes by a factor of

√
n.

However, in all stringy examples known to date, n ∼ O(1). Proving that n is always small remains an
important open question in the Swampland program.
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small kinetic mixing other than the usual 1-loop term from ref. [34] (as ε ∝ g′ would be far
too large with O(1) couplings).

Second, the dark-photon portal is one of the most popular avenues to a renormalizable
theory of dark matter that interacts with our sector [90]. In particular, freeze-in DM [91, 92],
the case in which the DM is slowly produced from interactions with our sector over
cosmic history but never thermalizes, is tantalizingly close to the reach of direct-detection
experiments. In this scenario the DM coupling to our sector is through a very light mediator,
and it requires tiny couplings (∼ 10−12, e.g. [93]). Our results imply that freeze-in through
a kinetically mixed dark photon is disfavored for masses mA′ < 10−10 eV (assuming the
standard ε ∝ g′ mixing), given the ε× g′ < 10−14 requirement for freeze-in.5

Finally, ultralight bosons are an attractive dark-matter candidate, and dark photons in
particular can produce the correct DM abundance for masses as low as mA′ ∼ 10−20 eV [65,
69]. A plethora of experimental efforts have been developed to test A′ DM, and we show
the reach of some of those “direct-detection” experiments in figure 5. Our work shows that
part of the parameter space targeted by these experiments for low mA′ is in the Swampland.
Therefore, a detection of a dark photon within this region is not expected, and it would
test our knowledge of quantum gravity.

4 Non-Abelian dark matter

In this section we constrain Dark Matter models that make use of non-Abelian gauge fields.
The idea is simple and relies on the Festina Lente bound described above. As noted in [16]
and reviewed in section 2.2, the existence of a lower bound on the mass of charged particles
in (quasi-)de Sitter space means that unconfined and un-Higgsed non-Abelian gauge fields
are forbidden since their gluons are massless charged particles. These gluons catalyze the
decay of Nariai black holes leading to pathological spacetimes with naked singularities.
While a few applications have been pointed out in [16, 25], we take this opportunity to
apply this bound to a specific model and comment on potential general lessons that we
can learn. We attempt to describe the model being discussed in a self-contained manner
to bring out the features related to the non-Abelian gauge fields and show their appeal
for model-building. In this section, we will only discuss models that describe dark-matter
physics, leaving comments and related ideas about inflationary and dark-energy models to
appendix A and appendix B, respectively.

The specific non-Abelian Dark Matter (NADM) model we study was proposed in [104].
The DM candidate in the NADM model is a WIMP (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle)
that is thermally produced in the early universe. In addition, it transforms in the funda-
mental representation of a dark SU(N)d gauge group. The gluons of the dark non-Abelian
symmetry are weakly coupled today and constitute a dark radiation (DR) component
that interacts with the DM. The lack of observation of DM self-interactions places an
upper bound on the dark gauge coupling which gives gd < 10−3. The presence of the

5Note that for freeze-in through the dark photon (rather than the SM plasma), which would only depend
on g′ and not ε, this particle has to be cosmologically populated, and this is constrained by measurements
of the relativistic number Neff of degrees of freedom at BBN for mA′ .MeV.
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Figure 5. Parameter space of a Stückelberg dark photon. The red region is excluded by experiments
that measure photon-to-dark photon transitions, such as COBE/FIRAS [94] and light-shining-
through-walls experiments [95–100]. The green region is excluded by bounds on stellar cooling from
the Sun, Horizontal Branch stars and Red Giants [101]. The gray shaded region is ruled out due
to the UV cutoff from eq. (3.19). The blue region is ruled out following the existence of the radial
mode from eq. (3.16), for which we show two values of M∗. The orange star shows the model of [74]
which is an attempt to explain the 21 cm EDGES anomaly and is disfavored by our constraints. We
note that there are further constraints from the Solar basin around eV masses [102], as well as from
superradiance for lower masses [103].

interacting DM-DR system as well as the multiplicity of the DM lead to the distinguishing
features of the NADM model. For instance, its effect on Neff presents an opportunity to
relieve the Hubble tension (see e.g. [105]) by altering the CMB prediction of the Hubble
expansion rate H0. In addition, the DM multiplicity decreases the cross-section relevant
for indirect-detection experiments since the DM color degrees of freedom must match for
successful annihilation (see also [106] for example). By contrast, the cross-section seen in
collider experiments will be enhanced since colliders can produce any of the N DM particles
in the final state. Finally, DM-DR interactions can potentially play a role in the resolution
of the σ8 tension [107] since they can lead to a smooth suppression of the matter power
spectrum rather than a sharp cut-off at small scales.

Since the dark gluons are weakly coupled at galactic scales, the confinement scale
Λconf. ∝ e−1/g2

d is much below Hubble, and the model is incompatible with FL. In particular,
in this theory, one can start with a Nariai black hole that has a charge along a Cartan
direction of the non-Abelian gauge group and the massless gluons would immediately screen
this charge causing the black hole solution to leave the extremality region as shown in
figure 1. We emphasize that this conclusion does not require a relic abundance of non-
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Abelian dark radiation, as is assumed in [104], and is therefore phenomenologically stronger
than an experimental exclusion since the latter can potentially be avoided by reducing the
abundance of non-Abelian gauge particles.

We briefly mention that we do not rule out the features of this model but only
this particular realization. For example, one can have a bath of interacting relativistic
components to serve as interacting radiation in lieu of the gluon bath and the FL bound would
not necessarily apply in such settings. Other features may be more difficult to reproduce.
An example is the DM multiplicity. This leads to correlated enhancement/suppression of
the cross-section seen in various DM experiments and this signal might be difficult to come
by without the presence of a symmetry. In the NADM model, the SU(N)d gauge group
ensures the spectrum has this symmetry. Instead of a gauge symmetry, one may attempt
to use a global symmetry which is broken at a high scale (cf. [108]). The absence of gauge
bosons, however, will change the interaction pattern between DM particles leading to very
different phenomenology that deserves an independent study.

5 Conclusions

New dark sectors are ubiquitous in extensions of the Standard Model of particle physics,
and in fact are necessary to explain the existence of dark matter and dark energy in our
universe. These dark sectors, for instance composed of darkly charged particles or massive
dark photons, are well-motivated dark-matter candidates, as well targets for new-physics
searches. As such, any new insight on their particle content can become invaluable.

Dark sectors can leave distinct signatures in both particle-physics experiments and
cosmological observables. This has led to a very active research field aimed at covering the
vast range of possible models. In this note we have added to this rich experimental landscape
by studying which parts of their parameter space contradict our current understanding of
Quantum Gravity (QG). For that, we have used recent advances in the Swampland program.

While the usual point of view is that QG is far beyond experimental reach, given the
remoteness of the Planck scale, the Swampland program uses insights from unitarity and
properties of black holes to constrain them. Using these principles, it is possible to place
interesting constraints in low-energy effective field theories, which can then be checked
against a plethora of String Theory constructions (so that String Theory here acts as a
“laboratory” to check proposed Swampland constraints), and applied to phenomenologically
interesting models.

In this paper, we have done exactly that, using the principles of [18] and the Festina
Lente (FL) bound of [16] to constrain models of dark matter, as well as dark energy
and inflation. Some of these models (most notably non-Abelian dark matter) are in the
Swampland according to these principles. As a consequence, the phenomenology they
predict, if observed, must be due to different physics.

We have also been able to significantly constrain the parameter space of charged
dark matter, both in the case of secluded hidden sectors as well as “millicharged” DM,
where the FL bound covers previously allowed regions of parameter space for low DM
masses mχ . µeV. Moreover, we have used the existence of the radial mode to place
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constraints on the Stückelberg mass and kinetic mixing of dark photons. This, together
with previous constraints on Higgsed dark photons [85, 109, 110], disfavors the entire region
of mA′ . 20 ε eV (under the assumption of a standard ε ∝ g′ kinetic mixing). These bounds
on the dark sector are a novel application of Swampland principles, and can shed light on
the long-standing puzzle of the nature of DM.

Given the strength of the FL bound, it is natural to expect that the results in this
paper can be extended, resulting in more general and far-reaching constraints. One very
interesting avenue is studying the implication of the FL bound on inflation, as we have only
scratched the surface in this work. See also [111, 112] for recent work on this direction.

As we have shown here, “theoretical” probes from the Swampland are highly comple-
mentary to the observational program already underway to detect the dark sector of our
Universe. It is interesting that while both quantum gravity and the dark sector of our
cosmos are open questions in Physics, we can make progress by combining our limited
understanding of both these areas. Though the Swampland is a very active topic on the
formal side, there has been so far little exploration of the phenomenological implications of
existing Swampland bounds, as evident by the scarcity of Swampland literature on such
an important topic as dark matter phenomenology (see, however, [28, 113–116], and espe-
cially [117], which bounds the parameter space of dark photons from positivity arguments).
Our hope is that this paper will entice more phenomenology and astrophysics experts to
uncover the consequences of Quantum Gravity for our universe.
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A Festina Lente and inflationary models

In this appendix, we briefly comment on the constraints that the FL bound poses on existing
inflationary scenarios (see [112, 118] for related work). The first is whether FL really applies
during inflation, since the dS phase only lasts a finite amount of time, roughly 60 efolds. In
principle, one could avoid FL if the charged Nariai black holes did not have enough time to
discharge before inflation ends. As explained in ref. [16], the black-hole decay time is set by
t−1
bh ∼

√
E ∼

√
gMPlH. Demanding that this is longer than Ne efolds means

1√
gMPlH

>
Ne

H
=⇒ g .

H

N2
eMPl

.
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This limit is incompatible with the magnetic version of FL discussed in [25]. Hence,
discussion of FL in dS is unavoidable.

Another potential loophole to avoid the FL discussion would be to exploit the O(H)
thermal masses that particles get by virtue of their presence in a dS background. With
masses of this order we have:

m2 ∼ H2 . gMPlH =⇒ H . gMPl (A.1)

again running afoul of the magnetic version of FL from [25]. Another way to interpret the
magnetic FL inequality (A.1) is that the gauge coupling in dS space cannot be made small
enough to allow for thermal masses to satisfy the FL bound.

Since FL is unavoidable, we must study the fate of the Standard Model during inflation.
Assuming a high-enough energy scale for inflation with the SM unchanged is problematic
since the charged particles in the SM would violate the FL bound. This applies for particles
like the electron but also for the non-Abelian gauge bosons.

Leptons and quarks can be made massive e.g. by appealing to a model of Higgs inflation
where the Higgs VEV is very large during the inflationary era, as discussed in [16]. In
addition, this has the advantage of Higgsing the SU(2) gauge symmetry so that its gluons
can be made sufficiently massive as well. In case the inflaton is not the Higgs, then some
model-building effort is required. For instance, one could attempt to make the gauge
couplings small by coupling the inflaton to the kinetic terms of the gauge fields so as to
satisfy the FL bound. Here, however, we must be careful with quantum gravity cutoff scales.
As we have seen above, the magnetic WGC implies that 2g2 ≥ 3(H/MPl)2 meaning that
the right hand side of the FL inequality must be greater than 3H2. Since particles are
expected to get a mass of order Hubble during inflation, FL can potentially be marginally
satisfied. The QCD sector could also be Higgsed during inflation, albeit with a different
field to the SM one. This might seem tuned at first but could be realized along the lines
discussed in [119].

Another possibility is that the non-Abelian sector (both SU(3) and electroweak SU(2)
fields) is confined during inflation. This can happen naturally in the context of some Grand
Unified Theories (GUT)’s. If their coupling takes the value α0 at an energy scale Λ0, the
confinement scale of a supersymmetric GUT can be determined via the NSVZ formula [120],

Λ = Λ0e
− 2π
αK , K ≡ 3TAdj −

∑
i

T (Ri) (A.2)

where the coefficients TAdj are group-theoretic. For E6 grand unification, setting α0 to its
grand-unification value at the scale Λ0 ∼ 1015 GeV gives Λ ∼ 1013 GeV, so that gauge fields
would be confined during inflation (for Hinf above that scale). In this case, FL would apply
automatically, but one would still be pressed to explain reheating in this model (which
would be a strongly coupled process), and the setup could also have a monopole problem.
We just present it as an illustration of the fact that, while the SM+inflation scenario is
certainly incompatible with FL, the ways out are manifold.

More generally, any inflationary scenario that requires the use of non-Abelian gauge
fields is incompatible with FL if the bound can be applied. As we have seen above, FL
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cannot be avoided by tuning the gauge coupling. That said, one sure way of avoiding FL
is to have the lifetime of dS be shorter than the decay time of the Nariai black hole6 If
this condition is satisfied then FL cannot be applied. In fact, if one starts with an initial
condition that is the dS Nariai black hole, then the cosmological constant would change
considerably before the black hole has a chance to decay into the superextremal region. The
conclusion of [16] cannot then be applied directly to this case and a more careful analysis
is required.

Inflationary models where the FL bound may apply include chromo-natural infla-
tion [122] and gauge-flation [118] for example. In this appendix, we focus on the former.
Chromo-natural inflation was proposed as an extension of natural inflation [123, 124] in
order to circumvent the need for a super-Planckian axion decay constant. In order to
match CMB observations [125, 126], the axion decay constant has to be super-Planckian,
f & 5MPl something that has been argued extensively to be in the Swampland [127–141].
Chromo-natural inflation avoids this problem by coupling the axion to a non-Abelian gauge
field allowing for inflation on a steeper potential, i.e. with f < MPl, allowing the axion’s
kinetic energy to be dissipated into a bath of non-Abelian gauge fields.

In this model, with f < MPl, accelerated expansion without the non-Abelian background
lasts for a relatively short time. To check the applicability of FL, we must then compare
this time-scale to the black hole lifetime. For an axion near the top of a cosine potential of
the form:

V (φ) ∼ Λ4 cos
(
φ

f

)
,

the condition for FL to apply, tdS & tbh, translates to:

√
gf2 & ΛMPl. (A.3)

For the parameter values given the original paper [122], this condition is not satisfied and
thus it seems like the naïve application of FL does not go through. That said, the inequality
derived above (A.3)

Finally, the production of chiral gravitational-wave signals relying on non-Abelian gauge
fields, such as in [142] have also to be considered carefully in light of the FL bound. This
should motivate the search for other means of generating parity-violating gravitational-wave
signals, such as those studied in [143].

B Cosmological constant relaxation

The model of [144] attempts to provide a solution to the cosmological constant (CC) problem
using a scalar field that dynamically relaxes the CC to a small value. This is similar in
spirit to the original relaxion proposal for the EW hierarchy problem in [145] (see [146, 147]
for Swampland constraints on this scenario).

6We are grateful to Rashmish Mishra for insight and discussion about this point. For more details
see [121].
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In this model, the relaxion field φ has a linear potential and is axially coupled to a
dark SU(N)d gauge group, via the Lagrangian

L = 1
2(∂φ)2 + g3

φφ−
1
4G

a
µνG

aµν − α

8π
φ

fG
GaµνG̃

aµν .

During the initial stages of evolution, the universe is in a phase of cold inflation. Soon
after, a tachyonic instability leads to the sub-horizon production and amplification of the
non-Abelian gauge fields which thermalize when their energy density exceeds a critical
value. This leads to a steady state solution that persists for a long time and during which
the gauge fields are continually sourced by the rolling relaxion and diluted by the Hubble
expansion. Inflation ends shortly before the relaxion field crosses into a region where the
potential is negative (φ > 0 in the above Lagrangian). The relaxion continues rolling and
comes to a halt at a negative value of the potential shortly afterwards. This results in
a crunching universe which will have a growing energy density and excite UV degrees of
freedom that lead to a bounce changing the sign of the CC due to contributions from other
sectors not described by the above Lagrangian. After the bounce the universe enters the
usual Hot Big Bang phase. More details can be found in the original paper [144].

Thermal fluctuations in the non-Abelian sector are essential for the viability of this
scenario, since they produce inhomogeneities with the correct amplitude to match observa-
tions. Inhomogeneities produced by φ fluctuations are too small to account for observations.
However, it is precisely these non-Abelian fields that cause the model to run afoul of the FL
bound during the inflationary phase as they ought to be unconfined. It is conceivable that
another form of radiation that can thermalize during inflation can act as a substitute for
the dark gluon bath but care must be taken to ensure that the masses of the constituent
particles and the gauge interactions between them do not contradict the FL bound.

It is likely that the features of this model which make it incompatible with FL are not
essential. A possible way out of our constraints would be to replace the non-Abelian gauge
fields in the model by Abelian ones or, if strong interactions are necessary, by coupling
to a Conformal Field Theory. The Swampland viewpoint often encourages exploration
of phenomenological scenarios that do not fit in the standard notion of naturalness for a
low-energy observer.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited. SCOAP3 supports
the goals of the International Year of Basic Sciences for Sustainable Development.
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